
"An account of a model investigation in a new and difficult field. The book will
present many new points of view on a fascinating subject." Nature

THE STATISTICAL STUDY OF
LITERARY VOCABULARY

By G. UDNY YULE

Can a statistical treatment of vocabulary afford any reliable characteristics for com-
parison? Mr Yule, a distinguished statistician, began by investigating the particular
question of Thomas a Kempis, and found his preliminary results interesting enough to
warrant an extended and more general enquiry. This book is the account of his work
on these new lines. 255. net

THE GOOD AND THE CLEVER
By A. D. LINDSAY

This is an examination of the history and the danger of the notion that science, the
clever, the ethically neutral, can safely become sole master in the world. It argues that
goodness, though certainly different from cleverness, is rational too; that the cleverest
planning of human society will be evil if it fails to remember the fundamental truth that
a man is more than an organization. The Founder's Memorial Lecture delivered at
Girton College this year. Is. 6d. net

THE DIRECTIVENESS
OF ORGANIC ACTIVITIES

By E. S. RUSSELL

Having proved the centrally directive character of biological activities, Dr Russell con-
cludes that the mechanistic outlook is mistaken, and that the teleological character of
biological activities must be accepted. Thus the book, as Dr Russell knows, in its
philosophical implications is likely to arouse strong differences of opinion to-day, though
the excellence of the examples chosen and of the manner of describing and reviewing
them is bound to receive praise from all qualified readers, even those who differ strongly
from the philosophical position of the author. 23 text-figures. 8s. 6d. net
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